The multi head nozzle Type 7B has 7 threaded sockets each fed from a gallery in the main body. The spray pattern covers a very wide arc.

A variety of spray nozzles can be fitted to the body, each readily removable for cleaning or replacement. From a vertically downwards direction 65% of flow capacity falls within a circle diameter C. Circle diameter B indicates the approximate total wetted area.

Thread sizes 3/4”, 1” or 1 1/2” BSPF; flow rates 3.1 L/min to 350 L/min; operating pressures 1 to 10 Bar; material Brass or SS.

APPLICATIONS

- Evaporative cooling and humidification.
- Gas cooling.
- Fire protection.
- Dust control.

To order: specify thread size, nozzle code, size code, and material – eg 3/4-7B-5 B